
SOLUTION BRIEF

Automate analytical insights at scale 
Drive the best possible real-time decisions and outcomes for stakeholders

Improve on the  
success rate for AI/ML 

deployment projects.

Institute a unified  
decisioning platform  

for automation and 
governance.  

Integrate the deployment 
and management of 

analytical decisioning rules.  

The Issue 
Every organization talks about the promise of data. But surprisingly few have unlocked  
its potential to systematically improve and automate decision making. As a result, they 
may incur higher labor costs because employees must manually make every decision. In 
addition, they may miss out on new market opportunities and take longer to react when 
customer tastes change.

Decisioning solutions are available to develop workflows from data that automate 
decision making, and without those solutions, organizations may struggle to optimize 
operations and reach their ultimate goal in digital transformation: insight-driven decisions. 

The Challenge 
Speed. With the expansion in scale, speed and complexity of decisions to be made, 
organizations cannot waste time. They need automated decisioning technologies to  
gain insights from the entire AI and analytics life cycle, which requires integrating ML  
with business rules.

Agility. Organizations face challenges addressing strategic and tactical decisions, 
supporting programmers and business analysts, and executing batch deployments  
in real-time and streaming environments. “Create once, deploy anywhere” programs  
offer low-code UI and programmatic tools that allow for flexible scaling across 
deployment targets. 

Cost. Cloud transformations deliver on scale and resiliency, but reducing cost remains  
a challenge. Automated decisioning helps organizations optimize compute resources, 
maintain a smaller runtime footprint and make the most up-to-date decisions  
when needed. 

Trust. Regulatory compliance is the most important requirement when making a move  
to an AI insights-based business. Highly collaborative organizations should choose 
technologies that are understood and trusted, prioritizing governance, versioning, 
traceability, explainability and auditing.



Our Approach
Automate decisions at scale using SAS® Intelligent Decisioning  
to drive the best real-time interactions and outcomes  
with stakeholders.

We approach the problem by providing software and services  
to help you:

Deliver real-time decisions for all your use cases. Use business 
rules and sophisticated analytics at scale to deliver relevant, 
interactive decisions for an unlimited number of use cases,  
then test decisions before deployment to ensure they deliver 
expected results. 

Enable easy collaboration for users of all skill sets. Compare 
different objects and versions to understand and track changes  
for easier collaboration across teams. 

Deploy analytical models to make decisions with consistency, 
confidence and speed. Dramatically reduce IT’s time validating 
and deploying analytical models – whether they’re in SAS, Python 
or custom code. Natively integrate, manage and deploy custom 
code and business rules with identical logic for batch and  
real-time web service execution. 

Speed decisioning with less effort. Execute SAS models, Python 
models and code and decisions to any container registry on 
Microsoft Azure, AWS or GCP. Deploy with the smallest footprint 
using cloud infrastructure. 

The SAS® Difference 
Combining business rules management, AI and ML, decision 
processing, real-time event detection and decision governance, 
SAS helps your organization:

• Ensure accuracy and transparency with role-based governance 
workflows to create decisioning checkpoints. 

• Build and modify decisioning processes with ease, whether  
you prefer a drag-and-drop GUI or writing code.

• Automate and manage business decisions across  
the organization.

• Conduct real-time transaction processing.

• Move to the digital world with efficient and effective decision 
deployment at scale.

• Quickly respond to market changes through augmented and 
automated decisioning that effectively uses analytical insights.

• Minimize friction between different components such as data 
prep applications, model development and management 
applications, and business rule management applications. 

• Streamline your decisioning process across departments, 
regions and personas to reach an overarching goal of answering 
the most relevant business questions the moment they matter.

Figure 1: Deliver real-time decisions based on 
business rules and sophisticated analytics.

Figure 2: Enable easy collaboration for all users whether 
writing code or using the drag-and-drop GUI.

Figure 3: Deploy analytical models in decisions with 
consistency and speed from a single interface.

Learn more about SAS Intelligent Decisioning.
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